
Wechat

Number of WeChat users about 8. 89 
hundred million . So what do people 

do with WeChat ?



Function of WeChat 

• In addition to simple text transmission, voice function. 
• WeChat also has free video chat and voice chat; You can replace phone calls. 
• Location is a very common software that we often use. You can quickly find the 

means of transportation to your destination, Or do you drive . 
• In addition to the annual Spring Festival in China, the term "hongbao" signifies an 

auspicious, well-wishing blessing. People still use red envelopes as dice. 
• Transfer - due to the number of WeChat use, basically go out will only take 100-200 

in cash, the other is WeChat pay (between people, in the supermarket to buy things, 
buy furniture electrical appliances besides bus or other government all the places). 
So this has become a very common feature. Even if the phone is stolen, WeChat's 
money can be recovered and is fairly safe. And it can eliminate the possibility of 
receiving fake money. 

• Circle of friends - you can see the movement of friends. 
• Shake - know people around you (a lot of liars, try not to rock), and shake's the name 

of the song  . 
• Game - you can see what games your friends are playing. 



In addition to simple text transmission, 
voice function. 



Focus on functions: 
location, 

red packets, 
transfer, 

recommendation of 
namecard 

 



Location



Fill in the destination
We can edit our destination or location we need, then send it to the 

person to get there 



Security of WeChat
 To enter your wallet, you first need a graphical password 



You can add credit card and debit card
 But if you don't have a Chinese bank card, you can get it by someone else 



Payment code, receipt code
 Green, yellow



Recommend friends
 If you like me, please add me and recommend my  

name card to share （ Think the information is useful to you, you need to reward 

me, please scan green qr code  O(∩_∩)O）



Other daily functions 
Recharge your phone to ensure your phone is connected to the Internet（But 

when you buy the Internet, you need to find someone else to help you ） 



Ride “Mobike”bike
 Buy train ticket and others



If there is any doubt, welcome to add me 

END 


